Agile Leadership

Explore proven frameworks and agile leadership practices to navigate rapid change, foster innovation, and achieve strategic objectives. From strategic agility to operational effectiveness, this workshop covers essential topics such as integrating Agile methodologies with Objectives and Key Results (OKRs), cultivating high-performing teams, and leveraging metrics for optimization.

$1,500 | 2 days | in person or online

Program benefits

- Drive change with proven frameworks and agile leadership practices.
- Integrate Agile methodologies with OKRs for efficient project execution.
- Cultivate a culture of responsiveness and proactive problem-solving.
- Set clear objectives and track progress for demonstrably successful outcomes.
- Equip yourself with in-demand skills for driving change and leading in today’s dynamic business landscape.

Featured topics

small group discussions, and interactive sessions to cover the following topics:

- Strategic Agility: Mindset and Culture
- Operational Agility and Operating Rhythm
- Supporting Sustained Change
- Agile Leadership Principles

Enroll now
thunderbird.asu.edu/executive-education
Contact us
+1 602-496-6920 | exec.ed@thunderbird.asu.edu